
Paper. Thin.
When you change what's normal,

you change what's possible.

www.memobottle.com@memobottlewww.facebook.com/memobottle

Personalise and co-brand with 
your logo



A5
The A5 memobottle™ is ideal for travelling, the office or coupled with 
books in your bag. Holding 750ml, the A5 memobottle™ is a reusable 
water bottle for the premium drinker.

A6
The popular A6 memobottle™ is designed to fit in your pocket, 
bag or held while jogging. Its slim and considered form appeals 
to the corporate and social lifestyle.

A7
The petite A7 memobottle™ is perfect for when smaller really is better
fitting in clutches and pockets.

Slim
Our new Slim memobottle is our most elegant waterbottle yet. 
Purpose built for those who appreciate considered design and 
practical hydration.

BPA and BPS Free plastic - Reuseable, strong and durable.

750ml capacity

Dimensions: 243mm x 148mm x 30mm * Approx

Max temperature is 50°C

BPA and BPS Free plastic - Reuseable, strong and durable.

375ml capacity

Dimensions: 195mm x 112mm x 30mm * Approx 

Max temperature is 50°C

BPA and BPS Free plastic - Reuseable, strong and durable.

180ml capacity

Dimensions: 140mm x 74mm x 30mm * Approx

Hot and Cold Liquids

BPA and BPS Free plastic - Reuseable, strong and durable.

450ml capacity

Dimensions: 265mm x 80mm x 30mm * Approx 

Hot and Cold Liquids

Each memobottle comes with its own presentation box. 

The A5 memobottle is presented in stylish and clean matte black
packaging with 2 different colored lids (black and white) and the
memobottle story.

Additional steel lids can be purchased separately.

The A6 memobottle is presented in stylish and clean matte black
packaging with 2 different colored lids (black and white) and the
memobottle story.

Additional steel lids can be purchased separately.

The A7 memobottle is presented in stylish and clean matte black
packaging with 2 different colored lids (black and white) and the
memobottle story.

Additional steel lids can be purchased separately.

The Slim memobottle is presented in stylish and clean matte black
packaging with a stainless steel lid and the memobottle story.

Leakproof design

Easy to clean - Dishwasher safe.

Leakproof design

Easy to clean - Dishwasher safe.

Leakproof design

Easy to clean - Dishwasher safe.

Leakproof design

Easy to clean - Dishwasher safe.

Personalise and co-brand with your logo.  



Premium box sleeve printed with your design.

 

Front

Back

Underside

Top

To further brand your memobottles, add a bespoke printed box wrap with your logo or convey a specific 
corporate message.



Accessories

Black Leather Lanyard Tan Leather Lanyard

Leather Lanyard Range - Available in Tan and Black

The genuine grain leather lanyard, designed in partnership with Australian-based luxury brand, Kinnon, 
provides your memobottle™ with the freedom it deserves; allowing you to get on with your day,
handsfree. It fits all memobottle™ sizes and is created from double layered leather with quality stitching 
and treated edges. 

If required, the lanyard can be debossed with your logo.

The Universal Desk Stand is compatible with the entire memobottle collection. It is the perfect addition 
for your desk to ensure your memobottle is at hand.

Universal Desk Stand Range - Available in Black and White



A5 Black Ink A5 Midnight Blue A6 Black Ink A6 Midnight Blue

Silicone Sleeve Range - Available in Black and Midnight.

 

 

The memobottle Silicone Sleeves enable you to protect and preserve your memobottle.
With a smooth matte finish and added thermal insulation, they are the perfect example of form meets function
and can be engraved with your logo.



memobottle story

memobottle™ co-founders Jesse Leeworthy and 
Jonathan Byrt grew up together in a small coastal town 
south of Melbourne, Australia. Noticing an alarming 
number of plastic water bottles polluting local waterways 
and parks, they started looking into the global impact of 
this problem. It turned out to be a lot worse than they 
anticipated.

Human convenience is often the catalyst for environmental 
harm. To influence a positive change, and to effectively 
break people’s habits around single-use drink bottles, they 
realised they needed to offer an alternative that was truly 
convenient, beautiful and sustainable in design.

What would gain modern approval and pass the test of 
time? What design features are most prevalent in our 
popular products and accessories such as tablets, 
phones, e-readers, laptops and computer bags? And 
finally….why are water bottles round?

The memobottle™ is a premium, re-usable, flat water 
bottle designed to neatly slide into carry bags alongside 
computers, books and valuables. Every element of the 

memobottle™ has been carefully considered, from its 
innovative shape to the recycled cardboard packaging.

Jesse and Jonathan aim to challenge how we as a 
society think about  water consumption and transport - 
and to couple our modern predilections for aesthetics and 
convenience, with environmental responsibility.  

memobottle™ is leading a one bottle movement to inspire 
a more reusable community and reduce single-use bottle 
consumption.

#onebottlemovement

Every memobottle™ sold provides one person with two months' access to clean water.

The founders Jonathan Byrt and Jesse Leeworthy.


